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Abstract
The Vision Transformer (ViT) excels in accuracy when han-
dling high-resolution images, yet it confronts the challenge
of significant spatial redundancy, leading to increased com-
putational and memory requirements. To address this, we
present the Localization and Focus Vision Transformer (LF-
ViT). This model operates by strategically curtailing com-
putational demands without impinging on performance. In
the Localization phase, a reduced-resolution image is pro-
cessed; if a definitive prediction remains elusive, our pi-
oneering Neighborhood Global Class Attention (NGCA)
mechanism is triggered, effectively identifying and spot-
lighting class-discriminative regions based on initial find-
ings. Subsequently, in the Focus phase, this designated re-
gion is used from the original image to enhance recog-
nition. Uniquely, LF-ViT employs consistent parameters
across both phases, ensuring seamless end-to-end optimiza-
tion. Our empirical tests affirm LF-ViT’s prowess: it re-
markably decreases Deit-S’s FLOPs by 63% and concur-
rently amplifies throughput twofold. Code of this project is
at https://github.com/edgeai1/LF-ViT.git.

Introduction
Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) is currently the most
popular architecture in natural language processing (NLP)
tasks, attracting the attention of an increasing number of re-
searchers. Within the computer vision community, the suc-
cess of the vision transformer (ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021)
has been remarkable and its influence continues to expand.
The transformer architecture is built upon the self-attention
mechanism, enabling efficient capture of long-range depen-
dencies between different regions in input images. This ca-
pability has led to the widespread application of transform-
ers in tasks such as image classification (Chen, Fan, and
Panda 2021; Han et al. 2021a; Li et al. 2021; Liu et al. 2021;
Touvron et al. 2021a; Wu et al. 2021), object detection (Car-
ion et al. 2020; Dai et al. 2021; Sun et al. 2021), and seman-
tic segmentation (Li et al. 2022b; Wang et al. 2023).

The predominant ViT architecture relies predomi-
nantly on segmenting a 2D image into sequentially ar-
ranged patches and transforming these patches into one-
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dimensional tokens using linear mappings (Dosovitskiy
et al. 2021). Following this, the self-attention mechanism
facilitates interactions between these tokens, thereby han-
dling essential computer vision operations. However, the use
of ViT for image analysis results in substantial computa-
tional overhead, which increases quadratically with the num-
ber of tokens (Liu et al. 2021). Although ViT exhibits out-
standing efficacy during training and inference with high-
resolution images (Touvron et al. 2021a), its computational
demands surge considerably with rising input image reso-
lutions. This notable increase hampers the viability of de-
ploying ViT models on resource-limited edge devices and
Internet of Things (IoT) systems (Ignatov et al. 2019).

To optimize the computational efficiency of ViT, re-
searchers have proposed several optimization strategies and
extension methods (Xu et al. 2022; Meng et al. 2022; Yin
et al. 2022; Chen et al. 2023; Wang et al. 2021b; Peng et al.
2021; Chen et al. 2021). For example, DVT (Wang et al.
2021b) cascades multiple ViTs with increasing tokens and
then leverages an early exit policy to decide the token num-
ber of each image. CF-ViT (Chen et al. 2023) introduces a
two-stage network inference approach. In the coarse stage,
the input image is divided into shorter patch sequences to
enable computationally efficient classification. When recog-
nition is inadequate, meaningful patches are pinpointed, and
subsequently subject to finer partition during the fine stage.
However, most of these methods focus on excavating redun-
dant tokens in ViT, without fully utilizing the inherent spa-
tial redundancy of high-resolution images to reduce compu-
tational costs.

In this paper, we seek to reduce the computational cost
introduced by high-resolution input images in ViT. Our mo-
tivation stems from the fact that not all regions in an im-
age are task-relevant, resulting in significant spatial redun-
dancy during image recognition. We train Deit-S (Touvron
et al. 2021a) with images of different resolutions and re-
port top-1 accuracy and FLOPs in Table 1, in which, with
a 4.2× improvement in computational cost, the image reso-
lution using 224×224 is only obtained with an accuracy ad-
vantage of 6.5%. This indicates that a large amount of spa-
tial redundancy exists in the image. In fact, GFNet (Wang
et al. 2020) has demonstrated that only a small portion of
an image, such as the head of a dog or the wings of a bird,
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Resolutions 224×224 112×112
Accuracy 79.8% 73.3%
FLOPs 4.60G 1.10G

Table 1: Accuracy and FLOPs of Deit-S (Touvron et al.
2021a) on ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009) with different im-
age resolutions as input.

which possesses class-discriminative characteristics, is suffi-
cient for accurate image recognition. These regions are typ-
ically smaller than the entire image, requiring fewer compu-
tational resources. Therefore, if we can dynamically identify
the class-discriminative regions for each individual image
and focus only on these smaller regions during the inference,
we can significantly reduce spatial redundancy without sac-
rificing accuracy. Therefore, to achieve the idea above, we
need to address two key challenges: (1) how to efficiently
identify class-discriminative regions with minimal area. (2)
how to adaptively allocate computational resources to each
individual image considering the varying number of class-
discriminative regions may differ across different inputs.

In this paper, we introduce LF-ViT, a two-stage image
recognition framework designed to address the aforemen-
tioned challenges. Our goal with LF-ViT is to produce ac-
curate predictions while adaptively optimizing the compu-
tational cost of inputs. As depicted in Fig. 1, the inference
process of LF-ViT consists of two stages: localization and
focus. During the localization stage, LF-ViT initiates infer-
ence on a down-sampled version of each image. If the re-
sulting predictions are sufficiently confident, the inference
concludes promptly, and the outcomes are presented. By op-
erating on these down-sampled, low-resolution images, LF-
ViT minimizes computational expenses, realizing efficiency
gains. If the predictions aren’t conclusive, the Neighborhood
Global Class Attention (NGCA) mechanism leverages the
outputs from the localization stage to pinpoint the class-
discriminative regions in the full-resolution image. Follow-
ing this, we identify the class-discriminative regions from
the tokens generated by the original image embeddings and
select the top-K tokens with the most pronounced Global
Class Attention (GCA) to hone in on image recognition dur-
ing the focus stage.

In addition, we introduce two mechanisms centered on
computational reuse: the non-class-discriminative region
feature reuse mechanism and the class-discriminative region
feature fusion mechanism. The first mechanism repurposes
features from non-class-discriminative regions and from
non-top-K areas within class-discriminative regions identi-
fied during the localization stage. This repurposing provides
essential background details, enhancing the accuracy of im-
age recognition in the focus stage. Conversely, the second
mechanism amalgamates features of class-discriminative re-
gions from the localization stage with those from the focus
stage, thereby amplifying LF-ViT’s overall performance.

Both the localization and focus stages of LF-ViT utilize
the same network parameters and are optimized jointly in an
end-to-end approach. We put our proposed LF-ViT, which
is built upon DeiT (Touvron et al. 2021a), to the test on
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Figure 1: Examples of LF-ViT. FLOPs refer to the propor-
tion of the computation required by LF-ViT (e.g., down-
sampled to 112×112) versus processing the entire 224×224
input image.

ImageNet. Comprehensive experimental results demonstrate
that LF-ViT significantly enhances inference efficiency. For
instance, while maintaining an accuracy of 79.8%, LF-ViT
cuts down DeiT-S’s FLOPs by 63% and doubles the practi-
cal throughput to 2.03 times on an A100 GPU.

Related Work
Vision Transformer
Inspired by the great success of transformer (Vaswani et al.
2017) on NLP tasks, many recent studies have explored the
introduction of transformer architecture to multiple com-
puter vision tasks (Carion et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2023;
Chen, Fan, and Panda 2021; Chen et al. 2021; Li et al. 2021;
Dai et al. 2021; Touvron et al. 2021a; Liu et al. 2021; Wang
et al. 2023, 2021b; Meng et al. 2022). Following ViT (Doso-
vitskiy et al. 2021), a variety of ViT variants have been
proposed to improve the recognition performance as well
as training and inference efficiency. DeiT (Touvron et al.
2021a) incorporates distillation strategies to improve the
training efficiency of ViTs, outperforming standard CNNs
without pretraining on large-scale datasets like JFT (Sun
et al. 2017). LV-ViT (Jiang et al. 2021) leverages all tokens
to compute the training loss, and the location-specific su-
pervision label of each patch token is generated by a ma-
chine annotator. GFNet (Rao et al. 2021b) replaces self-
attention in ViT with three key operations that learn long-
range spatial dependencies with log-linear complexity in the
frequency domain. CrossViT (Chen, Fan, and Panda 2021)
achieves new SOTA performance using a two-branch trans-
former to combine different patch sizes to recognize ob-
jects across multiple scales. DeiT III (Touvron, Cord, and
Jégou 2022) boosts the supervised training performance of
ViT models on ImageNet to a new benchmark by improv-
ing the training strategy. Wave-ViT (Yao et al. 2022) seeks a
better trade-off between efficiency and accuracy by formu-
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lating reversible downsampling via wavelet transform and
self-attentive learning. Spectformer (Patro, Namboodiri, and
Agneeswaran 2023) first uses Fourier transform operations
to implement a frequency domain layer used to extract im-
age features at shallow locations in the network. In this pa-
per, we focus on improving the performance of a generic
ViT backbone, so our work is orthogonal to designing effi-
cient ViT backbones.

Adaptive Inference in Vision Transformer
The human brain processes visual information using hier-
archical and varied attention scales, enriching its environ-
mental perception and object recognition (Gupta et al. 2021;
Zhang et al. 2017). This mirrors the adaptive inference ra-
tionale, which leverages the significant variances within net-
work inputs as well as the redundancy in network architec-
tures to improve efficiency through instance-specific infer-
ence strategies. In particular, previous techniques applied to
CNNs have investigated various approaches, such as mod-
ifying input samples (Wu et al. 2020; Zuxuan et al. 2021),
skipping network layers (Wu et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018)
and channels (Lin et al. 2017; Bejnordi, Blankevoort, and
Welling 2020), as well as employing early exiting with a
multi-classifier structure (Bolukbasi et al. 2017; Huang et al.
2018; Li et al. 2019). In recent studies, researchers have ex-
plored the use of adaptive inference strategies to improve
the inference efficiency of ViT models (Wang et al. 2021b;
Chen et al. 2023; Xu et al. 2022; Tang et al. 2022a). Some
studies (Yin et al. 2022; Meng et al. 2022; Xu et al. 2022;
Rao et al. 2021a) attempt to prune unimportant tokens dy-
namically and progressively during inference. DVT (Wang
et al. 2021b) endows a proper token number for each input
image by cascading three transformers. CF-ViT (Chen et al.
2023) performs further fine-grained partitioning of informa-
tive regions scattered throughout the image to improve ViT
model performance. Compared to the aforementioned meth-
ods, our LF-ViT ingeniously harnesses the inherent spatial
redundancy within images. By pinpointing and focusing on
regions of class-discriminative within high-resolution im-
ages, we approach the issue from the perspective of spa-
tial redundancy in images, effectively reducing the compu-
tational costs of the ViT model.

Preliminaries
Vision Transformer (ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021) splits
images into sequences of patches as input, and then uses
multiple stacked multi-head self-attention (MSA) and feed-
forward network (FFN) building blocks to model the long-
range dependencies between them. Formally, for each in-
put image IC×H×W , ViT first splits into 2D patches with
fixed size X = [x1,x2, ...,xN ], where N is the num-
ber of patches, C, H , and W denote the channel, height
and width of the input image, respectively. These patches
are then mapped to D-dimensional patch embeddings Z =
[z1, z2, ..., zN ] with a linear layer, i.e., tokens. Subsequently,
a learnable class token zcls is appended to the tokens serving
as a representation of the whole image. The positional em-
bedding Epos is also added to these tokens to enhance their

positional information. Thus, the sequence of tokens input
to the ViT model is:

Z = [zcls; z1, z2, ..., zN ] +Epos (1)

where z ∈ RD and Epos ∈ R(N+1)×D respectively.
The backbone network of a ViT model consists of L

building blocks, each of which consists of a MSA and a
FFN. In particular, the l-th encoder in a single-head, the to-
ken sequence Zl−1 is projected into a query matrix Ql ∈
R(N+1)×D, a key matrix Kl ∈ R(N+1)×D, and a value
matrix Vl ∈ R(N+1)×D. Then, the self-attention matrix
Al ∈ R(N+1)×(N+1) is computed as:

Al = Softmax(
QlK

T
l√

D
)Vl = [acls,l;a1,l,a2,l, ..., aN,l]Vl

(2)
The acls,l ∈ R(N+1) is known as class attention, reflect-

ing the interactions between class tokens and other patch to-
kens. For more effective attention to different representation
subspaces, multi-head self-attention concatenates the output
from several single-head attentions and projects it with an-
other parameter matrix:

headi,l = A(ZlW
Q
i,l,ZlW

K
i,l,ZlW

V
i,l) (3)

MSA(Zl) = Concat(headi,l, ...,headH,l)W
O
l (4)

where WQ
i,l, W

K
i,l, W

V
i,l, W

O
l are the parameter matrices

in the i-th attention head of the l-th build block, and Zl de-
notes the input at the l-th block. The output from MSA is
then fed into FFN to produce the output of the build block
Zl+1. Residual connections are also applied on both MSA
and FFN as follows:

Z′
l = MSA(Zl) + Zl, Zl+1 = FFN(Z′

l) + Z′
l (5)

The final prediction is produced by the classifier taking the
class token zcls,L from the last build block as inputs.

Location and Focus Vision Transformer
In this section, we describe our LF-ViT in detail. Our moti-
vation comes from the fact that not all regions in an image
are task-relevant. This inspires us to implement a localized
and focused two-stage ViT, aiming to improve the computa-
tional efficiency of ViTs by performing focus computation
on the minimal image regions to obtain a reliable prediction.
As shown in Fig. 2, a down-sampled copy of the input image
is used for image recognition in the localization stage. If the
image in the localization stage fails to obtain a convincing
prediction, the class-discriminative region is selected from
the original image to further focus recognition in the focus
stage. Details are given below.

Location Inference Stage
LF-ViT first performs inference on a down-sampled copy of
the input image I (down-sampled half to H/2×W/2) to rec-
ognize “easy” images. It also localizes class-discriminative
regions to achieve efficient image recognition when “hard”
input images are encountered. In the localization stage, the
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Figure 2: Overview of LF-ViT: (1) Input images are down-sampled and embedded using a consistent patch embedding for both
the down-sampled and original image. (2) The down-sampled image undergoes ViT processing for localization. (3) If localiza-
tion lacks a confident prediction, the Neighborhood Global Class Attention (NGCA) mechanism pinpoints class-discriminative
regions in the original image. (4) The top-K tokens with peak global class attention (GCA) from these regions are used for
focused recognition. Feature fusion and token reuse mechanisms optimize computation in the focus stage.

input to LF-ViT is the vector Z (Eq. 1), then the output vec-
tor ZL obtained after L stacked MSA-FFN encoder transfor-
mations. The class token zcls,L is input to the final classifier
head F to obtain the final category prediction distribution p:

p = F(zcls,L) = [p1, p2, ..., pn] (6)

j = arg max
i

pi (7)

where n denotes the category number. pj is the final pre-
diction confidence score obtained in the localization stage,
which we then compare with a pre-defined threshold η. If
pj > η, the inference process terminated immediately and
pj is used as the output of the final prediction, which predicts
the class j. Otherwise, the input image may be a “hard” im-
age and class-discriminative regions need to be further local-
ized to focus recognition. Note that the confidence threshold
η realizes a trade-off between performance and computation
for our LF-ViT.

Class-discriminative Regions Identification. We revisit
Eq. (1) where we add zcls as a representation of the whole
image, and then we transform it by the l-th MSA to get
acls,l, which represents the interaction between the class to-
ken and all image tokens. Therefore, we can use acls,l as
a score to represent the importance of each image token in
the l-th layer, similarly done in several ViTs optimization
works (Chen et al. 2023; Liang et al. 2022; Xu et al. 2022).
To more accurately and stably represent the importance of
each token, instead of using the individual class attention
that passes through the output of the last L-th MSA, we use
the moving average class attention of each MSA in the en-
tire ViT model instead of it. Formally, the global moving
average class attention is as follows:

acls,l = β · acls,l−1 + (1− β) · acls,l (8)

where β = 0.99 and l > 2. We select patches with high-
score global class attention (GCA) in the last encoder acls,L.
We intuitively argue that the tokens surrounding the tokens
with the high-score GCA are also important for correctly
recognizing images. Motivated by this we propose neigh-
borhood global class attentions (NGCA) to identify class-
discriminative regions. As shown in the upper right corner
of Fig. 3, we employ a grid of size m × m to compute the
NGCA for each region in a sliding window manner on the
GCA acls,L:

ar = G(
k∑

i=1

a i
cls,L) = [ar,1, ..., ar,M ] (9)

g = arg max
i

ar,i (10)

where m denotes the size of the region, k denotes the tokens
number in the region m × m, M denotes the total number
of regions, and G denotes the computation of NGCA for M
regions. Finally, we select the g-th region with the highest
GCA from all NGCA ar serve as the class-discriminative
region (Eq. 10). As illustrated in Table 6, our NGCA mech-
anism adeptly pinpoints class-discriminative regions.

Our class-discriminative region identification method dif-
fers from earlier studies (Chen et al. 2023; Liang et al.
2022; Xu et al. 2022) that used the GCA mechanism to in-
dicate the importance of individual tokens, reducing com-
putational complexity by minimizing token redundancy. In
contrast, we employ the NGCA method to identify the class-
discriminative regions from high-resolution images, thereby
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reducing model computational complexity from a spatial re-
dundancy perspective. A comprehensive visualization can
be found in Fig. 7.

Focus Inference Stage
When LF-ViT predicts the result pj < η in the localization
stage, it indicates that a “hard” image is encountered that
needs to perform the focus stage.

Upon determining the class-discriminative regions via the
NGCA mechanism in Eq.10, it’s crucial to locate these re-
gions’ token representations among the original image to-
kens. As depicted in Fig.3, for spatial alignment of the fea-
tures from the last MSA-FFA layer with original image to-
kens, we first reshape the features. An MLP layer aids in
flexible transformations, followed by upsampling and re-
shaping for dimension alignment. This upsampling doubles
the tokens in the class-discriminative region, enabling direct
location of these regions using the index from the aligned
spatial dimension, as illustrated in Eq. 11:

F′ = Reshape(MLP(Upsample(Reshape(ZL)))) (11)

where F′ ∈ HW/P 2 × D, P denotes patch size. To fur-
ther reduce the computational cost of LF-ViT, we introduce
a threshold value α (α defaults to 0.88) to select the top-
K most informative tokens from the class-discriminative re-
gions. Specifically, we sort the class-discriminative regions
based on the GCA obtained in the localization stage. Then,
we select the highest GCA α × m2 tokens from the local-
ized class-discriminative regions in the original image as
the input of the focus stage, while the remaining tokens are
obtained by reusing the computation from the localization
stage. Further details on token reuse will be discussed in the
next section.

Non-class-discriminative Regions Feature Reuse and
Class-discriminative Regions Feature Fusion. To pro-
vide necessary background information for target recogni-
tion during LF-ViT’s focus stage, we reuse the non-class-
discriminative regions identified in the localization stage, as
well as the class-discriminative regions that are not included
in α ×m2, to compensate for the lack of background infor-
mation. These regions’ tokens are represented by the gray
dashed line below Fig. 3. Thus, we append them to the in-
put token sequence during the focus stage. As shown by
the black arrows in Fig. 3, we perform element-wise fu-
sion by adding the features from the class-discriminative
regions identified in the localization stage and the class-
discriminative regions localized in the original image (green
shades). This fusion process enhances the semantic infor-
mation of the input focus stage features, which improves
the performance of LF-ViT. In Fig. 5, it’s evident that our
method of reusing features from non-class-discriminative re-
gions and fusing features from class-discriminative regions
greatly enhances the efficiency of LF-ViT.

Training Objective

During the training process of LF-ViT, we always set the
confidence threshold η = 1, which means that all images
need to go through the inference of the focus stage. Fol-
lowing (Chen et al. 2023), our training objective for LF-ViT
is two-fold. We aim for the output of the focus stage to be
as consistent as possible with the ground truth labels, while
also seeking the output of the localization stage to be sim-
ilar to the output of the focus stage. Therefore, the training
objective of LF-ViT can be summarized as follows:

Lloss = CE(pf ;y) +KL(pl;pf ) (12)
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Model η
Acc. FLOPs Throughput
(%) (G) (img./s)

DeiT-S - 79.8 4.6 2601
LF-ViT(4) 0.62 79.8 1.8 4960
LF-ViT(4) 0.77 80.1 2.2 4415
LF-ViT(5) 0.47 79.8 1.7 5271
LF-ViT(5) 0.61 80.5 2.0 4637
LF-ViT(5) 0.76 80.8 2.5 3686
LF-ViT(6) 0.46 79.8 1.8 5210
LF-ViT(6) 0.65 80.8 2.4 3764
LF-ViT(6) 0.85 81.0 3.0 2889

Table 2: Comparison between LF-ViT and its backbones.
The first column shows the size of the class-discriminative
region m.

where CE(·; ·) and KL(·; ·) respectively represent the cross
entropy loss and Kullback-Leibler divergence. pl, pf , and y
respectively represent the outputs of the localization stage,
the outputs of the focus stage, and the ground truth labels.

Experiments
Implementation Details
We evaluate our LF-ViT on the ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009)
image classification task, which is built on Deit-S (Touvron
et al. 2021a). All our LF-ViTs use a patch size of 16×16 to
partition the images. To show the advantages of our LF-ViT,
we implement our method at two image resolutions on Im-
ageNet, 224 and 288, denoted by LF-ViT and LF-ViT∗, re-
spectively. For LF-ViT, the resolution of the input image is
224×224, and we down-sample to 112×112 in the localiza-
tion stage, resulting in a total of 7×7 tokens. For LF-ViT∗,
the resolution of the input image is 288×288, and we down-
sample to 144×144 in the localization stage, resulting in a
total of 9×9 tokens.

All the training strategies, such as data augmentation, reg-
ularization and optimizer, strictly follow the original settings
of DeiT. We train LF-ViT for a total of 350 epochs. To
improve performance and accelerate convergence, we rec-
ognize the entire image during the focus stage of the first
230 epochs, without class-discriminative region identifica-
tion and localization. Only in the remaining epochs, the
class-discriminative region identification is executed. Our
LF-ViT always shares the same parameters in the localiza-
tion and focus stages, including the parameters of patch em-
bedding and ViT.

Experimental Results
Model Performance. To demonstrate the performance of
our LF-ViT, we first compare LF-ViT with its backbone. We
measure top-1 accuracy, model FLOPs, and model through-
put as metrics. Following existing studies (Chen et al. 2023;
Liang et al. 2022), the model throughput is measured as the
number of processed images per second on a single A100
GPU. We feed the model 50,000 images in the validation set
of ImageNet with a batch size of 1024 and record the to-
tal inference time T . Then, the throughput is computed as

Model Acc.(%) FLOPs(G)
Baseline(Touvron et al. 2021a) 79.8 4.6
DynamicViT(Rao et al. 2021a) 79.3 2.9

IA-RED2 (Pan et al. 2021) 79.1 3.2
PS-ViT(Yue et al. 2021) 79.4 2.6
EViT (Liang et al. 2022) 79.5 3.0
Evo-ViT(Xu et al. 2022) 79.4 3.0
A-ViT-S (Yin et al. 2022) 78.6 3.6
PVT-S(Wang et al. 2021a) 79.8 3.8

SaiT-S (Li et al. 2022a) 79.4 2.6
CF-ViT(Chen et al. 2023) 80.8 4.0
CF-ViT∗(Chen et al. 2023) 81.9 4.8
LF-ViT(m = 5, η = 0.47) 79.8 1.7
LF-ViT(m = 6, η = 0.65) 80.8 2.4
LF-ViT∗(m = 8, η = 0.75) 82.2 3.7

Table 3: Comparisons between existing token slimming-
based ViT compression methods and our LF-ViT. ∗ de-
notes the coarse-grained stage of CF-ViT and the localiza-
tion stage of LF-ViT with an input resolution of 144× 144.

50, 000/T .
Table 2 shows the comparison results with various thresh-

olds η and class-discriminative region sizes m. From the ta-
ble, we can observe that when LF-ViT maintains the same
accuracy as its backbone model, it significantly reduces
Deit’s FLOPs by 63%, resulting in a maximum throughput
improvement of 2.03×. LF-ViT’s outstanding performance
is attributed to the design of our class-discriminative region
identification and localization mechanism, which allows it to
focus on the class-discriminative regions with the minimum
area during the focus stage, thereby significantly improv-
ing efficiency. Furthermore, we have also discovered that in-
creasing the value of η significantly improves accuracy when
m remains the same. For instance, when m = 6, η increases
from 0.46 to 0.85, LF-ViT enhances the accuracy of Deit-S
by 1.2%. These results convincingly demonstrate LF-ViT’s
ability to achieve a better trade-off between model accuracy
performance and computational efficiency.

Comparison with SOTA ViT Optimization Models. To
validate the efficiency of LF-ViT in reducing model com-
plexity, we compare it with SOTA ViT optimization mod-
els, including token slimming compression and early-exiting
compression.

(1) Token slimming compression reduces the complex-
ity of the ViT model by progressively removing the num-
ber of input tokens, which is also the focus of this paper.
Table 3 shows the comparison between LF-ViT and these
token slimming compression methods, including Dynam-
icViT(Rao et al. 2021a), IA-RED2 (Pan et al. 2021), PS-
ViT(Yue et al. 2021), EVIT (Liang et al. 2022), Evo-ViT(Xu
et al. 2022), A-ViT-S (Yin et al. 2022), PVT-S(Wang et al.
2021a), CF-ViT(Chen et al. 2023) and SaiT-S (Li et al.
2022a). We report top-1 accuracy and FLOPs for perfor-
mance evaluation. The results indicate that our LF-ViT out-
performs these SOTA methods in terms of both accuracy im-
provement and FLOPs reduction. For instance, when achiev-
ing the same accuracy of 79.8%, LF-ViT reduces FLOPs
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1.7x

Figure 4: Comparison between our LF-ViT and existing
early-exiting methods. LF-ViT obtains good efficiency/ac-
curacy tradeoffs compared with other ViTs. DVT (Wang
et al. 2021b), CF-ViT (Chen et al. 2023) and our LF-ViT
are built upon DeiT.

Figure 5: Performance analysis of removing each of the four
designs.

by 55% compared to PVT-S. When the accuracy of 80.8%,
LF-ViT reduces FLOPs by 40% compared to CF-ViT. Fur-
thermore, when the coarse-grained stage of CF-ViT and the
localization stage of LF-ViT with an input resolution of
144 × 144, our LF-ViT∗ also achieves a 23% reduction in
FLOPs and a 0.3% improvement in accuracy compared to
CF-ViT∗.

(2) Early-exit compression halts the inference process if
the intermediate representation of an input meets a specific
exit criterion. This concept is also applied in the localization
stage of our LF-ViT, where the computational graph stops if
the prediction confidence pj exceeds the threshold η. Fig. 4
shows the comparison between LF-ViT and these early-exit
compression methods, including DVT (Wang et al. 2021b),
CF-ViT (Chen et al. 2023), T2T-ViT (Yuan et al. 2021),
and AdapViT (Meng et al. 2022). From the figure we ob-
served that our LF-ViT consistently outperforms all com-
pared methods, achieving better trade-offs between accu-

β 0.0 0.5 0.9 0.99 0.999
Acc.(%) 80.5 80.6 80.7 80.8 80.8

Table 4: Accuracy with different values of β.

α 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.88 0.9
Acc.(%) 80.1 80.2 80.6 80.6 80.8 80.7

Table 5: Accuracy with different values of α.

racy and FLOPs. Compared to DVT cascading multiple ViT
models with different numbers of input tokens, LF-ViT per-
forms focus inference only in the class-discriminative re-
gion, greatly reducing the number of tokens. Compared to
CF-ViT which performs further token splitting in discrete
information regions distributed throughout the image, LF-
ViT performs token splitting in the class-discriminative re-
gion with the minimum area, further reducing the number
of tokens. Thus, our LF-ViT improves efficiency by 1.7×
without compromising accuracy. Even at higher image input
resolutions, our LF-ViT∗ consistently outperforms CF-ViT∗

in terms of accuracy improvement and computational reduc-
tion.

In Fig. 7, we provide a detailed visual comparison be-
tween CF-ViT and LF-ViT. In addition, our method is dis-
tinct from the token pruning-based techniques mentioned in
(Liang et al. 2022; Meng et al. 2022; Rao et al. 2021a).
When combined, there’s potential for enhanced efficiency.
For instance, tokens from non-class-discriminative regions
in LF-ViT can be processed with the EViT (Liang et al.
2022) approach to further diminish the token count.

Ablation Study
In this section, we analyze the efficiency of each design
of LF-ViT individually, including class-discriminative re-
gions identification, class-discriminative regions feature fu-
sion, non-class-discriminative regions feature reuse, class-
discriminative regions size, and early exit.

Influence of Class-discriminative Regions Size. In Ta-
ble 2, the numbers in the first column represent the size of
the class-discriminative region, denoted as m. Smaller m
leads to fewer tokens and lower FLOPs in the focus stage
but may result in decreased accuracy. In contrast, larger m
leads to more tokens and correspondingly higher accuracy in
the focus stage. In all subsequent ablation studies, we con-
ducted the experiments with m = 5 and η = 0.76 as default
settings.

Necessity of Each Design. Fig. 5 plots the performance of
our LF-ViT by individually removing each design. For LF-
ViT*, the region size m defaults to 8. We can observe that
removing each individual design of LF-ViT leads to a sig-
nificant performance drop. These experiments demonstrate
the critical importance of each design in achieving the supe-
rior performance of LF-ViT. It is worth noting that, without
class-discriminative region identification, the focus stage is
executed on the entire image, introducing a large number of
redundant tokens and significantly increasing computational
cost. In contrast, our class-discriminative region identifica-
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Ablation Top-1 Acc.(%)
location focus

negative NGCA 75.3 79.7
maximum GCA 75.8 80.2
minimum GCA 75.4 79.8

random 75.7 80.0
Ours 76.1 80.8

Table 6: Performance comparison between our class-
discriminative region recognition and its variants. NGCA
and GCA mean neighborhood global class attention and
global class attention respectively.

tion ensures that the focus stage focuses only on the class-
discriminative region, drastically reducing the number of to-
kens and thus improving efficiency without compromising
accuracy.

Influence of β and α. Table 4 and Table 5 show the ef-
fect of β and α on the accuracy of the LF-ViT focus stage,
respectively. Here, β represents the weight from shallow en-
coders when calculating the GCA. α denotes the number of
tokens selected from the tokens representation of the class-
discriminative region. In this paper, we choose the setting
that achieves the best performance β = 0.99 and α = 0.88 as
default values.

Class-discriminative Regions Identification and Local-
ization. Four variants are developed to replace our class-
discriminative region identification: (1) Negative neighbor-
hood global class attention (negative NGCA): which selects
regions with the smallest neighboring area based on GCA to
serve as class-discriminative regions. (2) Maximum global
class attention (maximum GCA): which selects the region
of size m containing the tokens with the highest GCA as
the class-discriminative region. (3) Minimum global class
attention (minimum GCA): which selects the region of size
m containing the tokens with the smallest GCA as the class-
discriminative region. (4) Random: which selects randomly
regions of size m to serve as class-discriminative regions.

In Table 6, we remove the early-exiting design, the class-
discriminative region size m = 5, and show the performance
of four class-discriminative region identification methods in
both the localization inference stage and focus inference
stage. We find that the negative NGCA region identifica-
tion method yielded the worst results, as it selected non-
class-discriminative regions, leading to a significant drop in
accuracy during the focus inference stage due to the loss
of class-discriminative characteristics. On the other hand,
the maximum GCA region method has the highest accu-
racy among the compared alternatives because the maxi-
mum GCA method includes the regions around it, which
are usually important for correctly recognizing the image as
well. In comparison to these methods, our NGCA mecha-
nism always selects regions with the maximum NGCA, re-
sulting in the highest accuracy overall. Therefore, we chose
NGCA as our default class-discriminative region identifica-
tion method.

Influence of Loss Function. During the training of LF-
ViT using Eq. 12, for the output of the focus stage, we use

Ablation Top-1 Acc.(%)
location focus

CE + CE 76.1 80.4
CE + KL(Ours) 76.1 80.8

Table 7: Performance comparison between different loss
functions.

the Cross-Entropy (CE) loss function and supervise train-
ing it with ground truth (GT) labels. For the output of the
localization stage, we use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) loss
function and supervise training it with the output of the fo-
cus stage. To further investigate the impact of different loss
functions on LF-ViT’s performance, we also employ the CE
loss function from Eq. 1 and use GT labels to supervise the
localization inference outputs of LF-ViT:

ˆLcls = CE(pf ;y) +KL(pl;y) (13)
Table 7 shows the impact of different loss functions on

the performance of LF-ViT. The results using CE + CE as
the loss function for training in the localization stage have
the same accuracy as those using CE + KL, but the accuracy
drops by 0.4% in the focus inference stage. Therefore, we
choose CE + KL as the default training loss function.

Visualization and Statistical Analysis
As shown in Fig. 6, we visualize examples of LF-ViT cor-
rectly recognizing images in the focus stage. Also, we visu-
alize examples of CF-ViT (Chen et al. 2023) correctly rec-
ognizing the same images in the fine-grained inference stage
for comparison. For a better illustration, we only visualize
informative regions if images are recognized in the focus
stage (fine inference stage of Cf-ViT).

By observing the results in the figures, it is evident that
LF-ViT consistently focuses its attention on the regions of
interest during the focus inference stage, while CF-ViT’s
fine-grained inference stage covers the entire image and in-
volves more tokens, resulting in increased computational
cost. This indicates that LF-ViT efficiently reduces unnec-
essary computations by concentrating attention on key re-
gions, thus improving computational efficiency while main-
taining accuracy. In contrast, CF-ViT’s fine-grained infer-
ence strategy introduces significant redundant computations,
leading to performance degradation and potential limita-
tions on resource-constrained devices. Therefore, our LF-
ViT achieves a better balance between model performance
and efficiency, demonstrating outstanding performance and
practicality.

In Fig. 7, we explore the impact of varying η on the ac-
curacy at different FLOPs and simultaneously analyzed the
number of recognize images during the localization and fo-
cus inference stages of LF-ViT at different accuracy levels.
A smaller value of η leads to a decrease in LF-ViT’s accu-
racy, primarily because more images are terminated during
the localization inference stage. Conversely, a larger value
of η results in more images being sent to the focus inference
stage, leading to increase accuracy. These findings demon-
strate that LF-ViT offers a certain level of flexibility in bal-
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Figure 6: Comparison of our LF-ViT and CF-ViT (Chen et al. 2023) visualizations. We visualize the regions selected by
our LF-ViT class-discriminative region identification or CF-ViT informative region identification (grey boxes) to indicate the
uninformative patches. We find that our method can obviously better focus the objects of interest. The visualized results here
are randomly selected images that are correctly recognized by both the LF-ViT and CF-ViT methods.
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Figure 7: The number of images correctly classified by LF-
ViT in the localization and focus stages.

ancing accuracy and computational efficiency. By adjusting
the value of η, the model’s performance and speed can opti-
mization according to specific application requirements.

Conclusion
This paper addresses the issue of redundant input tokens
in the acceleration of ViT models for processing high-
resolution images, primarily considering the images’ spa-
tial redundancy. We introduce the Localization and Focus
Vision Transformer (LF-ViT). Its inference operates in two

main stages: localization and focus. Initially, the input im-
age is down-sampled during the localization stage to distin-
guish “easy” images and pinpoint the class-discriminative
regions in “hard” images. If this stage cannot make a high-
confidence prediction, the focus stage steps in, concentrat-
ing on the localized class-discriminative areas. Our compre-
hensive experiments reveal that LF-ViT strikes an improved
balance between performance and efficiency.
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